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Qt r. 4 Sa tu rd ay s
un de r-s ch ed ul ed

BY LENORA LAKE
.Oracle Staff Writer
Saturday classes will be offered Qtr. 4, but only one college
has the recommended five per
cent of its classes scheduled to
begin on the sixth weekday.
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According to preliminary
reports, only the College of Fine
Arts reached or exceeded the five
per cent recommendation made
by William Scheuerle, assistant
vice president for Academic
Affairs,
in
December.
FIGURES compiled from first
lists of classes submitted by the
departments to the registrar's
office, show some corrections
were made atter the percentages
were figured, according to Lillian
York, director of space and
facilities.
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Improvin g the environm ent

•. ~with stringw.as an 3sSignmen t for Karen Marcus in a
visual conc~pts class recentiy.

For nes leav ing
for stat e pos ition
Joe Fornes, USF Director of
Procurement , will leave USF
April 12 to become the State
Assistant Director of Purchasing
in the Division of Purchasing,
Department of General Services,
in Tallahassee.
"l'm very optimistic," Fornes
said. "I definitely consider u a
promotion, because I will be
assisting in purchasing for the
entire state of Florida."
Fornes has been at the
University for the past seven
years
and
director
of
Procuremen t since February
1969.

Fornes said, "We now spend
about $6 million a year on goods
and services.:•
·Ken Thompson, director of
Administrat ive Services, said
that rio official announcement
will be made naming a successor
to Fornes for a few weeks.
"We will advertise for the job
per University policy and will
receive applications over two
weeks," Thompson said.
Thompson added, "We don't
like losing Joe, but we're pleased
that one of our people has been
hired for a position of that importance."

The first reports showed the
College of Fine Arts with a
Saturday high of s:23 per cent
follow·ect by the College of
Business with 4.22 per cent ·and
Physical Education with an even
~ per cent .. Lal).gµa:ge .L iterature
offered only 1.67 per cent · of its
classes on Saturday while the
remaining colleges dropped . to
l9ws .o f 1.25 per. cerit.
.
College Of Engineering Dean
Edgar Kopp said no Saturday
classes were scheduled because
"students didn't want them." He
also said Saturday classes were
unnecessary in summer because
the engineering building would
not be filled to capacity even with
five days of classes.
HOWEVER, he did mention
that throughout the year some
Saturday labs had been held and
did expect more in the fall.
In the College of Social and
Behavioral Science "three out of
.a couple hundred" will be offered
according to Don Lacey,
assistant.to the dean. He said few
Saturday classes will be offered
probably because departments
did not want to try anything new
for summer quarter since they
did not know how much support
and how many professors would
be hired.

Who's a 'sho e frea k?'
Jus t abo ut eve ryo ne I
BY ANDREA HARRIS
Oracle Feature Editor
Whether it's sneakers, boots
or sandals, footwear on campus
is as varied as the people.
A 15-minute check at the
University Center revealed suede
moccasins, wooden clogs, flipfloP!>, bare feet, boots, sandals
and several u;1classable ty}'tes of
shoes.
A STUDENT who calls himself
a "shoe freak" and manages a
men's store said "people are
spending more money on shoes.

Shoes used to be something you
had to wear. Now, instead of
having one or two pairs, people
have five or six."
He said flip-flops and "kickaround" shoes are the most
popular with students.
If all else failed, male could
always be distinguished from
female by his footwear . Now
those days are long past with
women as likely to be wearing
boots as men and men sporting
three-inch heels.
THE "SHOE freak" was
wearing a pair of white clogs, and

"The departments are hesitant
because they do not know what
the students want," he added.
York said the five per cent per
college was chosen over five per
cent per · department because
"some departments could more
easily offer Saturday classes."
The deans reported · they had
not instructed any departments
specifically to offer any Saturday
classes but had made the
suggestions . to all departments

and had left th~ final decision up
to the department .chairmen •.
Yorks said she had .not checked ·
into . the c.oursei; offered on
Saturday but suspected s~me of
them will be individual resear.ch
or individuai
study-type
classes.
Scheuerle was llOt available to,
comment on.w~_at ·action, if.:~n~;
he would take toward·th~ colleges
not. meeting t,he ' fiv:e ;, ~r;' celit
requirements . ·

Am eric an Id.ea
req uire men t out
American Idea <CBS 301 and
302) will be offered for the last
time summer quarter.
The courses will be dropped as
a requirement for graduation in
the ·1973.74 catalogue, acc9rding
to Dr. Hiba Uechiche, . assistant
professor <if · Internationa l
Studies.
''.Ywo tnlematfona i Studi'es
coufses, SSI 1()0.and SSI 300 will
be -offered i~ place of American
Idea; but these will not be
required for graduation. .. The specific content of the two
courses is ·still being discussed,
.bu~ the current thought is that SSI
100, will give the student a broad
perspective of the world, while

SSI 300 will deal more
specifically with the United
States and the role it plays in
foreign policy, trade aqd ;:{id
policies for batrn America, the
Middle East confli'ct,. :Asia after,
Vietnam <with emphasis upon
China and Japan) and international economfo problems
with emphasis on dollar flue•
tuafions.
"The whole university .should
be making International Studies
more important,'; Dr. Hechiche
said ofthe,.change. li(! added that
the department f~ls if studel:)t=:J
are made more aware of· in-.
ternational problems and affairs,
they will feel more responsible as
citizens.

Two councils' statu s
on Pres iden ts' agen d·a .
Two college councils will decide
today if they want to remairi a
part of Student Government (SG} .
or become separate entities.
The two councils; from the
colleges of Business and
Engineering, will bring the .issue
before the meeting of the college
councils' Council of Presidents
meeting · for discussion.
The
meeting is slated for noon in UC
255.
If either, or both choose independence , another college
council must be formed by SG
within that respective · collelle.

creating two more ~uncils~
The SG constitution establiSh~
a ."college ~association coµDcil"
within ·each college foi: .:.t.Qe.
-purpose of handling intr'i~~ll~ge
affairs in the totalcmi,ivei"sitf $(';
structure.
The councils then feed SG
senators with information on any
matters that may be of university-wide 'concern.
The Council of Presidents has
not determined whether or not it
wants a constitution, and if it
does, whether or not it will be
affiliated with SG.

said he buys the rest of his clothes
to go with them.
"You've· got to decide if you
want to wear them because you
have to buy your clothes to go
with them," he said,
"If . I
stopped wearing them I would
have to let all my pants down
three inches."
Another student was more
critical of clogs, however. She
said although they're easy to put
on, they make it hard to run,
clumb stairs, and ride a bicycle.
Continued on Page 12

Moccasslns

or11e1e photo by O.ry ·L•ntrlp

••. are just one form of USF footwear seen on campus.
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Gray's FBI nomination withdrawn
SAN CLEMENTE. Calif. <UPI>
- President Nixon withdrew the
nomination of L. Patrick Gray III
to be permanent FBI director last
night at Gray's request and said
the acting director had been the
victim of "totally unfair Innuendo
and suspicion" in the Watergate
·
controversy.
Shortly after Gray telephoned
the President from Washington
asking that his name be withdrawn, Nixon issued a statement
saying it was obvious that Gray
would not be confirmed by the
Senate.
"In fairness to Mr. Gr1ty, and
out of my overriding concern for
the effective conduct of the
vitally important business of the
FBI, I have regretfully agreed to
Gray's
Mr.
withdraw
nomination," he said.

Airfare reduction
WASHINGTON <UPll - The
Board
Aeronautics
Civil
yesterday announced it will allow
Eastern Air Lines to establish
excursion fares to Florida at
discounts of up to 25 per cent.
The fares would be applicable
from 29 points in the northeast,
midwest, and southwest to Ft.
Lauderdale-Miami, OrlandoTampa, Jacksonville, Daytona

Beach, Sarasota, and West Palm
Beach, Fla.
The fares have a seven-day
minimum stay and a 21-day
maximum stay requirement, the
board said .
The midweek fares are 25 per
cent below reuuiar coach rare
and the weekend fares are 20 per
cent below regular coach fare
Eastern told the board.

hotel. He was convicted three
months ago In the political
espionage incident.

Liddy investigation

I<' armers increased
their shipments to major
livestock markets today and
retail prices showed the first
faint signs of weakening in the
fifth day of a consumers' meat
boycott.
The nationwide anti·meat
campaign which has cut meat
sales by as much as 70 per cent
and resulted in job layoffs of
workers in the meat industry
received encouraging reports
from three New England states
where a large discount food chain
rolled back pork and beef prices
by as much as 40 cents a pound.

WASHINGTON (UPI)
Sources close to the F'BI investigation of the Watergate
bugging case said yesterday that
convicted conspirator G. Gordon
Liddy had hired persons and put
them "in place" as early as 1971
while he was still on the White
House staff.
These sources said they did not
know why Liddy hired them,
what they did or how he paid
them. Other sources, however,
said there was not doubt in their
mind that the Watergate criminal
activity "stopped with Liddy,"
and went no higher up In the
White House.
Liddy, who left the White House
staff in 1971, was arrested June 17
during . the break in at
National
Democratic
headquarters at the Watergate

----·-------Boycott results
(UPI l -

Pipeline permit
SAN CLEMENTE , Calif. rnPll
- President Nixon yesterday
asked Congress to quickly enact
legislation permitting construction of the controversial

pipeline.
oil
trans-Alaska
He said it was necessary to
cope with the energy crisis and
improve the U.S. balance ot trade
oositlon.
Earlier this week, In the face
of strong opposition from environmentalists, Nixon rejected
the alternative of building a
pipeline across a longer l'oute
through Canada as too costly and
time-consuming.

Coloring recall
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Declaring it may cause cancer,
the government yesterday
banned the use of Violet No. 1, a
food color widely used in drugs,
cosmetics and to stamp meat
with grade markers.
The Food and Drug Ad·
ministration said the ban would
be effective April 10, but that it
would not recall any products
containing the color now on the
market or manufactured prior to
that time .
The agency estimated that :rn
per cent of all Violet No. I used in
this country goes to the federal
meal inspection program which
stamps meat with the "choke,"
'prime" or ll .S. "No. 1 USDA"
signs famil111r In meat buyers.

AIM settlement
WOUNDED KNEE, S.D. (UPI)
- Federal officials and leaders
Indian
of the American
Movement (AIM) yesterday
signed an agreement providing
for disarmament of the AIM
group which occupied this village
37 days ago.
The agreement provided a
procedure for the end of the
occupation of Wounded Knee and
a later meeting between Tetox
House
White
Sioux and
representatives on 95-year-old
treaty.
Among the provisions is one
under which Russell Means, one
of the AIM occupation leaders,
will go to Washington Saturday
morning for a meeting with
undisclosed government of ~
ficials .

Cloudy and cool today and
Sat.urday. Low's in the low
50's, high in the mid 70's.

lf. Gov. office may be abolished
TALLAHASSEE <UPil - With
two Miami Democrats the only
dissenters, a GOP-sponsored bill
to abolish the controversial office
of Lieutenant Governor sped
through the House Governmental
Operations Committee with 11·2
approval yesterday.
Sen. Dan Scarborough, DJacksonville, sponsor of a similar
bill due for a vote in the Senate
Judiciflry Committee today, said
the current troubles plaguing Lt.
Gov. Tom Adams have no
bearing on his prnposal.
But he concedes that it might
help get some votes the bill might
otherwise not get.
Adams was not present to
defend his position when the
house committee passed it 11·2.
Meanwhile, the Select House
Committee, appointed by the
speaker, will question more
vitnesses next week before
decidln~ whether to recommend
that Adams be impeached for
improper use of Public employes.

Peanut butter support
TALLAHASSEE (UPI l
meat
boycotting
Women
distributed 160 peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches to state

r

pollution
The pollution index for the
Tampa area yesterday was 29·
moderate.
Air l'ulhaliun hulex St•11le
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., lorida
legislators yesterday, urging
their support of a campaign to
roll-back prices.
The sandwiches, in brown
paper bags, were put on the desks
of the lawmakers.
A note on each one said:
"It's time that buyers were
given a break.
That's why it's peanut butter
instead of steak.
The only question, then, is
whether.
You'll help us to fight inflation
.
together. ''
Senate President Mallory
Horne said he thought he'd rather
have a hamburger.

Court rulings
TALLAHASSEE (UPI) -- The
Florida Supreme Court yester·
day ruled that the appointed
State Auditor General cannot
"override" local elected tax
assessol's and rejected the
statewide property tax ratio
study as the basis of Flor·ida 's
billion-dollar school funding
system.
Appropriations
House
Chairman Marshall Harris, DMlami author of the study,
called Ithe ruling "unbelieva ble II
and said the court was ''scuttling" Florida's education fun·
ding equilization program. He
said the court was in effect taking
school money from poor counties
and giving it to rich counties .
But Sen. Bob Saunders,. DGainesville, Chairman ot' the
Senate Ways and Means Com·
mittee said the legislature could
still ~chieve equalization in
school funding ·· and get around
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unequal tax assessments among
counties ·· by taking tax roll
certification away from individual county assessors and
giving that job to the stale
auditor general.
Some 45 counties gained state
education money as a result of
the ruling, and 27, lost.

Execution policy

Hep. .Jeff Gautier, D-Miarni,
Chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee, in urging the House
support his bill.
"This is an onerous task to
place on the governor, and it
should be a ministerial function
of the Supreme Court to certify
that all appeals have been
exhaused and the death sen·
tence should be carried out,"
·
Gautier said.
Gautier said he had seen
execution warrant:- and "they're

scary to look al ·· I can see why
governori; would not want to play
God in signing these death
warrants.''

Insurance repeal
TALLAHASSEE <UPI> - The
Senate voted yesterday to 1·epeal
a scheduled July 1 increase in
minimum automobile liability
insurance requirements, which
would mflan premium increases
for nearly half the state's drivers.

Frani;ois Truffaut hllll created a new film mllllterpieee
from the only other novel by the author
of "Jules and Jim"

TALLAHASSEE ! UPI l - A
bill shifting responsibility from
signing warrants for the
execution of pl'isoners from the
governor to the State Supreme
Court passed the house 104-5
yestel'day .
"Many governors are reluctant
to sign death wanants, " said
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'Crucial difference' cited

Bill could hurt vetera ns
A bill intended to supplement
educational benefits to veterans,
in addition to their G.I. Bills, is
currently before the State House
Committee on Military and
Veteran's Affairs.
But according to Bruce Daniell,
USF's veteran's advisor, if
passed in its present form, the
bill could hurt veterans more
than help them .
"THE COMMITTEE implied
that the bill would state that all
veterans could receive these
benefits. whet.hP.r thP.y were
receiving G.I. Bill or not, but it
looks like they may tie state
benefits to getting the G.I. Bill,"
he said.
Daniell said a table will be set
up in the UC Monday to get
signatures for a telegram to be
sent to the committee before they
decide on the bill's language in a
committee meeting scheduled for
Wednesday.
"If veterans would just realize
how much this means, they would
come to the table and sign this
telegram," he said.

"This distinction and
bill mean a lot of
money to veteran. .. about $500 a year,
in fact, since it would
knock about $150 a
from
quarter
registration fees."
Bruce Daniell
DANIELL explained there is a
crucial difference between the
state's paying a veteran's tuition
as opposed to registrati.on fees,
since residents pay no tuition
only registration fees.
"They had a bill a couple of
years ago for dependents of
POWs and MIAs which only
waivered tuition and, in effect,
provided no b~nefits/' he said.
"This distindion and the bill
itself means a lot of money to
veterans, about $500 a year, in

fact, since it would knock about
$150 a quarter from registration
fees," Daniell said.
"WHAT WE WANT is a bill
which would help defray the cost
of registration fees and also
cover veterans even after the
G.I. Bill has run out,'' he added.
Daniell urged veterans to write
to those committee members who
represent them, in addition to
signing the telegram.
Members.of the committee (by
county) are ·.Ray. Mattox,
chairman, .(Polk), .Gwen Cherry
and WOiiam H . . Lockword
<Dade), Harvey W. Matthews
and William L. Gibson <Orange),
Foster · (Hillsborough-Jim
Temple Terrace), Mattox Haier
Peaden
R .W.
<Duval),
<Escambia) and Charles L.
Nergard (St. Lucie).
Daniell also announced new
office hours-2 to 5 p.m., Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, 10 a.m.
to noon, Tuesday and Thursday,
in UC 224.

Mas s Com face s cuts
BY BILL NOTTINGHAM
Oracle Staff Writer

Phil Miller's idea
... goes into the suggestion box in the Library

Sugges tion box a·ids
library improv ement
BY SANDRA WRIGHT
Oracle-Staff Writer

Student ideas and innovations
are ·helping to improve services
at USF's library.
Ideas found in the suggestion
box on the main floor of the
library may be anything from a
request.for a new book to a plan
to relocate a d~partment in the
the library.
THE BOX RECEIVES about
one suggestion a day according to
Library Director Mary Lou
Harkness. Answers to questions
and replies to suggestions are
posted on the lobby bulletin
board about once a week, she
said.
Some ideas require too much
money for the library to implement.
One student suggestion put into
practice was the centralization of
all lost and found articles at the
first floor check-out desk .
Previously there was a lost and
found department on each floor.
ANOTHER CHANGE is moving
current periodicals to the fourth
floor which puts them in the same
areas as the bound ones.
Dennis Robinson, Assistant
Director of Public Services for
the Library, said a request for a
book not already in the library is
A student
usually approved.
request for copies of Harvard
Lampoon and New York
magazines was not granted ,
however, due to money shortage.
These publications were also
rejected because they don't meet
"the primary purchasing criteria
of serving for research or supporting curriculum." They do
fulfill a student need, Robinson
said. but he added that the funds
just aren't available now .
MANY FUNDS the library
receives go to replace stolen or
mutilated periodicals. Robinson
and H:irkn<'s~ estimate they

spend about three to four
thousand dollars annually to
restore missing material.
Periodicals are not the only
articles stolen from the library.
In fact, the first suggestion box
that was set up was stolen. It was
replaced with the box that is
currently in use.
Robinson said student contributions . are "very helpful."
Harkness added students may
present specific requests and
ideas to her personally at her
office.

The Mass Com faculty Wednesday passed a recommendation that could reduce the
number of COM courses by 30 per
cent if additional faculty are not
hired by Fall quarter. However,
according to Mass Com Ac~ing
Chairman Walter Griscti, any
reduction would be in electives,
so no current Com majors would
suffer.
"In the past year all of our staff
have been teaching full loads;
sometimes up to 16 hours, while
also advising up to 50 students,' "
said Griscti. In the past Com
faculty have had heavy teaching
loads and receive no teaching
credit for advising which is open
to all University faculty.
In a three-hour meeting with
members
Griscti, faculty
entire
the
recommended
department cutback to "the
statutory 12 hours" combined
teaching and advising load for
Qtr. 1, 1973.

Bean Bag Chairs
CONEY'S INTERIORS ·

"We hope that it won't result in
a cutback in courses," Griscti
said, "buUt's clear that we can't
continue producing quality
students under the current
situation."
In a letter to USF Pres. Cecil
Mackey, Mass Com Student
Advisory Council Chairman Ray
Wolf pointed out, "The department, according to 'Journalism
Educator,' January, 1973, is
currently nuinber seven in the
nation in ·number of students,
seventeenth in · number of
graduates," b~t, "Hed for fourtyninth in number of-faculty."
While Mass Com is budgeted
for 12 faculty positions, majors
total 840. Further figures in the
Jan. 1973 issue of "Journalism
Educator" show that the

University· of Florida <UF) has
887 undergraduates and 58
graduate students with 43·faculty
members;
Wolf's letter, written before the
faculty meeting, stated that the
projected Fall student-faculty
ratio was 113.33 to on·e.
Wolf appealed to Mackey and
Vice P.res. for Aeademic Affairs
Dr. Carl Riggs to either establish
addition faculty lines or seek
emergency funds from the Board
of Regents <BOR>.
However, this year's overprojection in enrollment resulted
in °15 "excess" faculty members.
The BOR has instructed Mackey
to eliminate these extra lines, so
prospects of new lines for Mass
Com or any other department
seem dim .
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Will miracles never cease ?
Student Government and
the Administration have
finally agreed on something,
and it looks like the overall
winner will be the students.
The discontinuing of CBS
401
as
a
graduation
requirement is a decision
long overdue. All involved
deserve credit for this highly

favorable decision .
Special recognition should
go to Ben Johnson. SG
secretary of Academic Affairs, for formulating the
original proposal.
Dr. Carl Riggs, vice
president for Academic
Affairs, deserves credit for

expediting
the
matter
through his office to the desk
of Pres. Cecil Mackey, where
it r eceived its final approval.
THE ONLY disagreeable
part of the decision, is its
effective date. If the course
is unsatisfactory now, why
wait to drop it as a

requirement

I

next Sept?

The decision to drop CBS
401 was good, and all involved should share the
credit. However, next week
when the Academic Affairs
staff re-examines the date of
implimentation, they should
make it effective Qtr. 4.

Meat the challenge -- boycott
Boy cotters unite! ! ! !
With only two days left, don't give in.
If you feel the urge for a burger, fight it
and especially don't buy beef.
FOR 01\iCE
the' little people' of
America have shown that they can get
it all together, even when it involves
giving up something as sacred as beef.
If ever the old peer group pressure
was needed, it will be in these last
couple of days. Don't let anybody eat

[~ditorials l Commentary)
beef without giving them the evil eye.
Next time you see somebody slinking
towards the meat counter, just say,
"Boy this boycott is really working isn't
it? .. . you are boycotting aren't you?"

And watch them quickly steer away.
FOR MOST of us this week has been
fun. Jokes of beefing about prices and
sneaking around with a burger under
your coat have been thrown about with

a lot of laughter, but the boycott has a
serious side too.
Farmers are meeting the boycott
with a holding back of their livestock to
drive prices back up.
President
Nixon's meat price ceiling isn't expected to lower prices, merely hold
them at their current all-time high.
The real benefit from the boycott will
come in the long run when people begin
to substitute newfound meatless meals
in place of traditional main courses .
When meat demand is lowered, prices
will drop.
The important thing now is to not
break the boycott. . As well as being an
economic issue, it's a psychological
thing. This might well be the first
battle between cornmmers and big
business , and if the consumers win this
battle, they may well win the war on
inflation in the long run.

( lttters policy)
The Oracle welcomes letters to the
editor on all topics. All letters must
be signed and include the writer's
student classification and telephone
number.
Letters should be typewritten
triple spaced. The editor reserves the
ri~ht to edit or shorten letters. Letters
received by noon will be considered
for publication the following day.
Mail boxes are located in the UC
and Library for letters to the Editor.

Where are all those Physical Plant riches?
Editor:
In recent months Physical Plant has
been under attack for high costs and
over bidding. What we would like to
know is, if Physical Plant is making so
much money then where is it' going?
Raises are often small in the Maintenance Dept. When asked why better
raises can't be achieved we are usually
answered, "We haven't got the
money ." Last week a Physical Plant
Administrator replied to a question
asked concerning salary adjustments
and the rising cost of living, "Eat less
and grow more." One Maintenance
Foreman recently answered a similar
question concerning raises by explaining to the man who asked the
question that a supervisor in another
shop area had "Brown Nosed " his way
into the superintendant's raise fund and

friday's
the

(letters)
FROM these answers we can conelude the Physical Plant is broke, we
have a funny Physical Plant Administrator who suggesi.s that we farm
on the side, and a foreman who makes
up stories. However, despite the humor
and good will involved, smiling faces
and jokes don't put bread on our
tables!
Also, Physical Plant's new sick leave
policy now threatens us in the sense
that our use of sick leave will be used to
determine our merit grading on our
evaluation reports which are used to
regulate our raises . We feel that the
sick leave time is a benefit offered by
the State of Floi:ida and shouldn't be so

ORACLE

ROBERT FIALLO
Editor

easily manipulated by Physical Plant.
Furthermore, if Physical Plant has
trouble monitoring sick leave, we feel
that they should seek means to correct
the problem other than the use of
"Scare Tactics."
Morale in the Maintenance Dept. is
poor. Supervision and administration
is Questionable. After all, if we were
farmers why would be be working at
USF as Electricians, Plumbers, Carpenters, Refrigeration Mechanics, and
Painters? Who knows, Maybe there is
more money in f_arming.
USF Maintenance Employees
Editor:
If "M. Ross " is a real person , and
he's "looking towards Speech as a
major," give him my name . I'm his
advisor , and I haven't seen him.

LAUREL TEVERBAUGH
Managing Editor

News Editor MICHAEL KILGORE
Entertainment Editor VIVIAN MULEY
Sports Editor DAVID MOORMANN

Regarding homosexuality, we did have
a public Focus Debate, "What About
Homosexuals?" this past quarter. So I
guess we can be accused of having a
serious concern about this social
phenomenon. Perhaps this attitude is
not permitted in the "small town outside Pensacola " from which he hails.
Sorry .
R. J. Schneider
Speech Dept.
Advisor
This public document was
promulgated at an :o>nnual cost of
$147,208.42 or 9c per copy, to
disseminate news to the students,
staff and faculty of the University
of South Florida. (Forty per cent
of the per issue cost is offset by
advertising revenue.)

BOB FANT
Advertising Manager

News Editor
Feature Editor
Advisor

VALERIE WICKSTROM
ANDREA HARRIS
LEO STALNAKER

DEADLINES: General news 3 p.m. daily for following day issue. Advertising (with proof) Thursday
noon for Tuesday, Friday noon for Wednesday, Monday noon for Thursday, Tuesday noon for Friday .
.f\P.-l />.-lCE.l/.4 KER .-l WA.RD 196 7, / 969
Deadlines extended one day without proof. Classified ads taken 8 a.m .-noon two days before
.~.-~.
publication in person or by mail with payment enclosed. Advertising rates on request, 974-2620, l.i.ii.~
.-l Cf> -l /,/,- .-Ill ERJC.-l .\' ~/.\CE J 96 I
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Stories and pictures of interest to students may be submitted
:;~;
to The Oracle in LA!" 469 or the suggestion boxes in the Library and UC.
;~~:!:::::::~::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!:!:::!:!::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:::~:::::::~:::::~:::~:::::::::::::::~:!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::;:~:=:::~:;:::~:::~:::::::::~:~:::~:~:~:~:::::;:;·
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DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

Prehle terms SG
proposal 'hilarious'
BY SANDRA WRIGHT
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QUESTION: Being a poor college stµdent, I can't afford very much
in the way of food . I have been existing on hot dogs but now I hear that
they may be dangerous to your health. Just what is in hot dogs,
anyway?
A: We recommend you boycott meat this week, but since you asked,
the answer is not much for the price. According to the manufacturers,
hot dogs are 85 per cent meat, 10 per cent water, sugar,salt spice and
cure, and five percent unaccounted for. Consumer union reports the
hot dog contains 56 per cent water, 28 per cent fat, 12 per cent protein
and four per cent sugar, spices, salt and nitrites.

Oracle Starr Writer
University Police Chief Jack
Preble has termed "hilarious"
the recent Student Government
proposal for student screening of
security personnel.
He said that such a procedure
would "not be responsible" and
that his views are in agreement
with those expressed by Pres.
Cecil Mackey on Hotline
recently.
CHIEF PREHLE, outlining
present policy for hiring security
personnel, said a prospective
candidate must meet the
minimum requirements of the
Police Standards Board which
governs all Florida law enThese
forcement agencies.
requirements include:
having the equivalent of a high
school diploma;
Not having been convicted of a
felony or a misdemeanor involving moral turpitude.
States
United
Having
citizenship and being at least 21
years of age.
Having fingerprints on file with
the Florida Law Enfrrcement
Agency and the FBI.
physical
a
Passing
examination given by a doctor,
having a dental exam, and
meeting certain height-weight
requirements.
Being "of good moral
character" as determined by an
investigation conducted by the
USF Pclice Department (using
state prescribed procedurss).
honorable
an
Holding
discharge if he or she has been in
the military.

1

ANYWAY YOU look at It. hot dogs are expensive protein. averaging
out to $7.00 per pound of protein. Hamburger, for example, averages
about $4.00 per protein pound - eggs, peanut butter and fish run about
half to three-quarters that.
As for specific contents, Consumer Union reports that under federal
law franks may contain lungs, hearts, lips, snouts, ear, oesophagi and
other edible offal.
All-beef and all-meat franks may include 15 per cent non-beef nonmeat ingredients.
ACCORDING to Roswell Drilling of the USDA, all-beef franks
contain all-beef meat and may include meat from beef oesophagi and
different parts of the head.
All meat franks can, by law, include lamb beef pork and muscle
tissue from the animal parts mentioned above.
You can check hot dog content yourself by reading the package
label. Ingredients are listed in order of predominence. A hot dog
labeled weiner or frank may include heart, lungs, ears and tongue but
all must be indicated on the package.
actually harming your health, hot dogs, like many other
foods, contain sodium nitrite and sodium nitrate as preservatives,
color preservers and curing agents.
AS FAR AS

Nitrites have been demonstrated by tests to be a potential cancerproducing compound when combined with amines in the stomach.

Groundskeepers
may get prettier
as women hired
Physical Plant is now hiring
women for its grounds maintenance crew, according to Bill
Andrews, Landscape Supervisor.
"We want good able-bodied
women," Andrews said. "They
will be required to do anything a
man would do."
According to Charles W.
director of Physical
Butler,
Plant, students of either sex are
needed to work.
"We can use CWSP or OPS
students, but they must be able to
work in four-hour blocks ." Butler
said.
Teresa Mason, USF's first
woman groundskeeper, said she
liked the outside work .
"I don't get treated like a girl."
Ma:;;on said. I have to do all the
work the guys do. I didn't want a
boring office job."

Nitrites have been used in the meat-curing process for centuries.
Nitrite exists naturally as an impurity in salt and causes a pinkish
color in meat.

these
to
addition
In
USDF
the
requirements,
department also requires an
applicant to take a writen exam
covering police procedures and
other relted materials.

AFTER THIS period, however,
the security persons are
governed by State Personnel and
Policies (which applies to all
Here a
state employes).
discharge gets to be "a hairy
situation," according to Chief
After these requirements are Prehle.
is
fulfilled, the applicant who
He stated that generally a
hired undergoes a six-month
must commit the same
person
probation period. During this
three or four times
infraction
time he may be discharged at any
or she is dismissed.
he
before
time without advance notice.
had no comments
Prehle
Chief
The person must complete 480
continuing
the
concerning
hours of on-the-job training with
He
controversy.
security
campus
an officer during "probation".
stated, "Any comments we would
He is also required to take 400 have to make would be biased.
hours of classes at the Tampa Our actions are controlled by
Police Academy.
written rules and regulations."

Davis says 'stalling'
used on SG proposal
BY CHRISTY BARBEE

oracle staff Writer
The University administration
Is "stalllng" on a decision

regarding SG's proposal for a
civilian review board for
University Police, SG Pres. Bill
Davis said on WUSF-FM's Un·
derground Railroad last night.
USF Pres. Cecil Mackey in
two appearances this week would
not comment specifically on the
proposal except to say applicant
interviews are not the responsibility of students and faculty.
DAVIS SAID he sent a letter to
Mackey regarding the proposal
but has received no reply.
Davis noted two advantages in
the twc-part proposal that would
create a review board for com·
plaints against police and a
screening board for employment
of police.
The proposed procedures
would "take the pressure off
(Chief Jack) Prehle" and give
students recourse other than
lawsuit for unreasonable police
action. he said .
ORACLE EDITOR, Robert
Fiallo, another speaker on the
program, said he hopes the ad·
ministration will accept the
proposal.
"I feel the administration is
starting to realize there is a

problem,'' Fiallo said.
Davis and Fiallo agreed a
"change"' in philosophy" is in
order for Unlver19ity Police.
The police force has doubled in
size in the last year, Davis said.
With "half the work they had
before," officers are now
"seeking out victimless crime,''
he said.
Fiallo questioned the delay in
traffic direction at
arranging
dangerous intersections bor dering the campus, with the
Hillsborough County Sheriff's
Dept.
"HOW LONG does it take to
call Sheriff Malcolm Beard?"
Mackey said
Fiallo asked.
earlier this week Prehle had
contacted the sheriff's dept. but
he had recieved no report from
Prehle on the matter.
Davis and Fiallo urged community response to the police
issue - pro and con. Fiallo encouraged letters to the editor be
sent to the Oracle !LAN 472 and
suggestion boxes in the library
and UCJ regarding police "help
and hassles."
Davis said forms for (!omplaints against police actions are
available at the UC desk, the
Andros and Argos center desks
and in the Oracle office.

LU
Bv Popular Demand, Worship is Noon.
Sundays

at the Episcopal Center on SO th Street
For Information, call

988-4025

..A masterpiece. Abrilliant, funny moving
flim. Best movie of the year."
Rolling Stone

HOT DOG processors say that they could use much more nitrite
than they are currently using and still be within USDA limits.

ANDY WARHOL'S

Thi! Delaney Amendment 0958) to the Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act, ba:ns the use of any carcinogenic (cancer-producingl substance
as a food additive.
Th I! FJJA has the job of enforcing this Jaw on the eight-billionpounds-a vear frankfurter business. The meat industry is fighting the
mov P, si11~e nitrites inhibit the growth of botulism in their prnducl.
.\ 1n:('ENT check of hot dogs in local supermarkets showed only
of ~n brands, Weisles' Bratwurst, carried no preservatives at all

onl'

:1rnl a II hut one other brand Swift's All meat weiners, carried bot.Ii
nitrite~

and nitrates.

hot dogs to save money is about like buying retreads -·- you
11i;1,· end up s1wmling more money in the long run .
llu~· ing

Tiw :\lul'krakPr is published l:'ad1 Wednesday and Friday .
\ll11•stio11s should h1· mailt•d to: Thi· Oral'le. Li\i\ in. Tampa . :i:w20.
ilnh thos1· q11Pstio11s of major ge1wrnl int1.•rest can b1• published due to
ii1t1it•.'tl .;p:ll'I'.
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Starring Jo e Dallesandro
Holly Woodlawn

Directed by Paul Morrissey
Rated X

f riday April 6 Saturday April 7
7& 9 pm
Sunday April 8
Film Art Series

7,9& 11 pm
$1.00
ENA
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~mpersand announces

selected creative works
The narhes of 36 people whose
creative work has been accepted
for publication in "Ampersand :
The South Florida Review ," have
been announced by editor Terry
Tofoya.
"Ampersand" is a nationally
recognized literary magazine
published each spring by USF .
Tofoya said,
THIS YEAR
"Ampersand" will be totally
composed of the works of USF
students, faculty, staff or
Formerly, it also
alumni.
featured work by artist or writers
that were not associated with the
university .
Richard Lanier and Mario
Fernandez have had prose works

The cover was
selected.
designed by Dennis Pozzessere
who , with Randy Lovely , contributed the art and photograph y
that will illustrate the magazine.
The following people have had
poetry selected for publication:
S. Allard, Carmen Avila, Jane
Banks, Russ Brahmer, J . Braze,
Jerry Chadwick, Stephen Corbin,
Scott Cruikshank, Kat Dalheim,
Ken Frazer, K. D. Gibson , John
.Hatcher, Juanel Henry, John
Hogg, Dr. Hans Juergensen and
his wife, Ilse Juergensen.
Also selected were: Ruth
Moore Kempher, J. R. Kinz, Jiro
Negishi, Hans Neuberger , J . w .

lit Hour tryouts set
Tryouts for "The Spinoza of
Market Street," a short story by
Issac Bashevis Singer, will be
held Monday and Tuesday from 4
to 6 p.m. in LAN 478.
Students should come prepared
with a two or three minute
reading. Copies of the story are
on reserve on the first floor of the
All students may
library .

Kaplan
lectures

in·Belgium

audition for Speech presentations
regardless of their major.
'"the Spinoza of Market
Street," which shows how the
foolishness of life surprises an old
philosopher, is being adapted and
produced by Dr. Raymond J.
Schneider for the Literature Hour
of the Speech Communication
Department, on May 9 and 16.

Noble, D. M. Painter. Willie
Reader Sterner Rey nolds, Larry
Ross, Thomas Sanders , Robert L.
Smith. Ellie Sommer , Carol A.
Taylor, Jeanne Thomas, William
Tremmel , Thom Wilkerson.
THIS ISSllE of " Ampersand"
will be "totally unlike other
issues," Tofoya said. All of the
production work except the actual printing will be done on
Educational
in
campus
Resources.
The magazine will be in the
form of an unbound folder, he
said, adding that this form gives
his staff more freedom in laying
out the magazine .
Also included in the folder will
be posters that can be taken out
and hung on a wall without
damaging the magazine, he
added.
TOFOY A said his staff will be
sending out critiques on the
material that was rejected, but,
due to the volume of material to
be criticized, this will take some
time .
The 50 page magazine will be
available in mid-May, Tofoya
said. The issue will sell for 25
cents. One thousand copies will
be ordered.

Max Kc.1plan, director of USF's
Leisure Studies Program, will be
speaking in Brussels, Belgium,
today at a conference on Leisure
and Iridustrial Society sponsored
by the Van Cle Foundation.
The topic of his lecture, "The
Arts and Recreation: a Conscious
Attempt at Rapport," is an
amplification of a paper
prepared by Dr. Kaplan for a
series of regional and national
conferences co-sponsored by the
U. S. Endowment of the Arts, the
National Recreation and Park
Association and the U. S. Park
Service.

County pageant today
Today 16 women from
Hillsborough County will be
vying for first place in the Miss
Hillsborough County pageant.
Participating in the contest will
be Sheila Russell, Jennifer
Jester, Kathy Whitaker, Kerry
Whitaker, Lynne Seabury, Donna
Adams, Patty Roman, Cathy

Anderson: a woman with wit
BY VIVIAN MULEY
Entertainment Editor
T. Dianne Anderson's wit and
energy in telling fascinating tales
about her life mingled with her
avid advice for aspiring
playwrights Thursday morning,
as she spoke to Eldon Mecham 's
Introduction to Theatre class
(TAR 203, 002).
"I was a fat, ugly kid," the USF
playwright in residence said,
"but smart."
ANDERSON recalled how her
brother, sister and herself "were
the type of kids who went to
college -- no doubt about it." She
went to Stanford University,
where she planned to study

Eastwood stars
in UC movie
Clint Eastwood and Jessica
Walter will star in "Play Misty
For Me" Friday and Saturday at
7 :30 and 10 p.m. and Sunday at
7:30 p.m . in LAN 103.
Eastwood, who made his
directoral debut with this .
suspense story, stars as popular
disc jockey who brings trouble on·
himself by obliging a fan who
constantly reQuests that he play
"Misty" for her.
Aam1ss10n to the UC feature is
50 cents.

journalism but became interested in the theatre and "what
goes on behind the scenes."
"I'm very much a people
"I like
person ," she said.
working as a team -- all these
people who come together to do
something you write -- that's why
I'm a playwright."
Anderson said the most important .aspect when a playwright
begins to write is to "know your
medium."
"KNOW HOW the theatre
operates," she said . "People
tend to think in the film medium.
You don't want chase scenes like
in 'The French Connection.' If
something is written for theatre
and you can visualize it on stage,
it will be easier for a producer
to choose your play. What you
write and the way you present it
is very important," she added .
Anderson gleamed as she
began talking about her play
"The Unicorn Died at Dawn," the
play that established her as a
major playwright.
"After you've been at it for so
long ," she said, "you know when

UC ~esk$2

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
Carriage Hills, a community of gracious homes
in Temple Terrace.

Cherry Creek, in the des i ra bl e Lake Magdalene
area.

Phone 933-1043

Phone 933-1043

3 and 4 bedrooms priced from
Equal Housing
Opportunity

$33,900

HORATIO

I=I

CORE OF FlJ\.
BUILDERS OF "CRAFTED QUALITY" COMMUNITIES

Wainwright
cancels
Because of a disagreement
with the contract, Loudon
Wainwright III, scheduled to
has
appear at USF Tuesday,
has canceled his two miniconcerts, according to Duane
Lake, director of the University
Center.

Formerly from Penneys
at · Westshore
Specializing in hair cutting
and blow drying

988-4526

Stowers, Joyce Swarz, Leslie
Williams, Ginger Burgett,
Bridget Hanahan, Vanda Vetzel,
Ruth Ryan, Eartha Stewart and
Georgett Fette.
The winner will receive $550 in
scholarships and will compete in
the Miss Florida Contest in
Orlando in late June.

The playwright, who calls
Eugene O'Neill her "very
favorite playwright of all times,"
will present her production
"Black Sparrow," written at USF
during the fall quarter, this
summer · in its entirety.

JOSH "

E n tertainment

Only Advance Ticket~
Available

you've done something good."
A critic from the Washington
Post, "the paper that broke the
Pentagon," compared her play to
Tennessee William's " Glass
Menagerie," and that was all she
needed to give her her confident
and somewhat humorously
attitude.
type
flippant

Introducing

El Casino
LI v e

Andy Warhol's "Trash"
The story of a heroin addict (Joe Dallesandro) and his
ravished transvestite lover (Holly Woodlawn) will be
presented in Andy Warhol's "Trash," Friday and
Saturday at 7, 9 and 11 p.m. and Sunday at 7 and 9 p.m.
"Trash" has been hailed as a powerful
in ENA.
tragicomic view of life in today's urban drug culture.
Admission to the Film Art Series offering is $1.

Susan lVIancinik Owner

]Lc(Q)) ~IBEER
Every day 7:00 PM • 9:00 PM
No Gimmicks
No Other purchase necessary
NOW
we have
POOL TABLES & FOOS BALL
For play.time eating and drinking
Temple Terrace Plaza
56th St. & Busch Blvd.
988-7391
988-7391
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'TU highlites,

part
It's
creative process.
Sara Simpson, ::;enior
psychology major, has a
hard time coping with four
dozen dggs tossed ''gently,'' according to director
Ken Magid, at her, she
knows it's all part of
creating a film, which is
what this as all about.
The movie is called
"Ego," said Magid. "It's
just a creative expression
bunch of people inby
terested in film making."

Oracle photos by Steve Brier .

a
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FRIDAY

7:30 p.m ., Ch . 44 -- NBA
Basketball -- Atlanta Hawks vs .
Boston Celtics.
9 p.m., Ch. 8 -- Circle of Fear -Jason Robarbs in "The Dead We
Leave Behind," about a man
haunted by television.
10 p.m., Ch. 44 -- Movie -- Basil
Rathbone in "The House of
Fear.''
1 a.m ., Ch. 8 -- Midnight Special
with the BeeGees, Jerry Lee
Lewis, Gladys Knight and the
Pips, . Johnny Nash and Jim
Weather.
SATURDAY
. 10 a ,m., Ch . 44 -- Movie -- Bud
Abbott and Lou Costello in ''One
Tropics ."
the
in
Night
1:30p.in ., Ch. 13--ABA Playoff
2:15 p.m ., Ch. 8 -- Baseball -San Franscisco Giants vs . Cincinnati Reds .
4 p.m ., Ch. 44 -- NHL Action -highlights of games.
4:30 p.m ., Ch. 13 -- Golf tournament.
5 p.m., Ch. 10 -- Auto Race.
6:30 p.m ., Ch. 13 -- National
Geographic -- "Dr. Leakey and
the Dawn of Man," a chronicle of
a 40 year search for man's ancestors.
8 p.m ., Ch. 44-- Boxing from the
Forum .
9 p.m., Ch. 8 -- Movie -- Omar
Sharif and Catherine Deneuve
star in "Mayerling" a story about

Gleason goes
back on TV
FORT LAUDERDALE <UPIJ
- Jackie Gleason announced
Thursday he will go back • on
television in a show of his own
with an hour-long comedy and
variety show to be taped in South
Florida this spring.
At a news conference, the
comedian said he was also
discussing further television
ventures with officials of CBS,
where the new Gleason show will
be shown .at a date still to be
announced.
told
Gleason
However,
newsmen, "I will never do a
weekly show again . It 's too
monotonous . You dislike your
work."
Gleason hasn't been on
tl'll'vision with his own show
sine£' the last "Jackie Gleason
Show " Fl'b. 28. 1970.

PELLETS FOR
BEAN BAG CHAIRS
CONEY'S INTERIORS
1412 W. PLATT Ph. 258-2131

the scandalous affair between
Austria's Crown Price Rudolf
and the Baronness Maria Vetsera.

Helen Thomas to ·speak
at 'Celebrit y Luncheon'

11:30 p.m., Ch. 13 -- Movie -Omar Shariff in "Genghis
Khan ."
SUNDAY

2 p .m ., Ch. 8 -- Movie -- Gregory
Peck in Harper Lee's Pulitzer
Prize winning novel "To Kill A
Mockingbird."
2 p.m., Ch . 10 -- NBA Playoffs.
2 p.m., Ch. 13 -- CBS Golf
Classic .
3:30 p.m., Ch . 8 -- Movie -Preston Foster and Basil Rathbone in the 1935 movie, "Last
Days
4:15 p.m., Ch.
Playoff.

10

--

NBA

6:30 p.m., Ch . 8 -- Special -- the
classic "Wizard of Oz."
8:30p .m., Ch . 8 c_ NBC Mystery
Movie -- Dennis Weaver as
"McCloud," in "The Park
Avenue Rustlers ."
9 p.m., Ch. 10 -- Movie -- Yul
Brynner and Trevor Howard in
"The Long Duel," a movie set in
1920's India where British oppression paves the way for a
battle of wits.
9 p.m., Ch. 44 -- Movie -·
"Charlie Chan in Panama."
11:30 p.m., Ch. 13 -- Movie -- A
Jules Verne yarn about gem
hunting "The Southern Star."

Helen Thomas, the only woman
reporter to accompany President
and Mrs. Nixon on their China
trip, will be the speaker at the
Third Annual Celebrity Luncheon, sponsored by Women in
Communications.
The luncheon will be held April
14 at the Causeway Inn North.
Tickets are $7.50 per person or
$4.50 for students.
THE

I
:-:

I

WOMEN

in

Com-

munications (formerly Theta
Sigma Phi) West Coast Chapter
will also be presenting their
Athena Awards to local women
who have been active. in communication or in community
service.
the
is
luncheon
This
Qrganization's only money
raising event. The money from
the .d inner will be used to provide
journalism scholarships. ·

The dinner will feature London
broil steak with burgundy sauce,:
mellon balls in champagne,
snowflake · potatoes, grille~.
tomatoes · .With •Cheese, tossed.
tarts·;
salad and cherry
Sherry will be served at 11: 30
a .m. before the luncheon, ana
door prizes will ~e pwar!fed.
Anyone interef!ted in attendin~
may contact Bobbi Campbell,
ADM 190, phone 974-2181.

El
Casino
Tom Sawyer Riverboat

MONDAY
9 a.m., Ch. 8-Movie -- Part one
of "Boy on a Dolphin" with
Sophia Loren (part two will be
shown Tuesday).
1 p.m., Ch . 44 -- Movie -- Akim
Tamiroff and Dorothy Lamour in
"Disputed Passage."
9 p.m ., Ch. 8 -- Movie -- Paul
Newman in the World War II
comedy "The Secret War of
Harry Frigg."
11:30 p.m., Ch. 10 -- Spedai -"Rod Serling at Lax," interviews
at Los Angeles International
Airport.

a night of mock gambling
9 PM - Midnight April 6 - 7

$2
Tickets on Sale UC Desk

G.R .E. Preparation
L.S.A.T. Preparation
Private Tutoring in All Subjects
Grades 1-12

501 S. DALE MABRY
750 E. WATERS AVE.
933-3128-879-2581
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Baseb all coach

plann ing changes
HY DAVE MOORMANN

Oracle Sports Editor
Coach Beefy Wright may go
into the moving business.
Moving of baseball players that
is.
Already he's lost third
baseman Glenn Alvarez for a
good part of the year with a
broken left thumb, and first
baseman-outfielde r, Steve
Gihnore, for the entire season
with a broken right wrist.
NOW HIS top RBI man and
second ' leading hitter, Don
Ellison, has 11utrered a hairline
frat?ture or his righi tibia shin
bone.
"it's not too bad;" Wright said
of Elllson's Injury. •itt's just a
matter of taking him out of the
lineup. He thinks he'll be back In
time for the Rollins game <April

batting .286 With 13 RBI's, and
Berkes has four homers with a
.316 average.
HUT AL\'AREZ wlll have to be
content to sit on the bench this
weekend when USF meets
Bethune-Cookman twice.
"I don't know," Wright said Of
the Daytona Beach school which
plays USF here today and at Its
"You
home field tomorrow ~
never can tell With a team that
runs like they can. There's no
such thing as a pushover."
Jack Wolfe Is scheduled to
throw today for USF with Charlie
aaldwln going tomorrow.
AGAINST Tampa, Monday In
a ·a:30 p.m. away game, Mark
Baum will open on · the mound
against the Spartans.

Sport• car club
begf ns· activities
with two events
'l'he USF Sports Car Club will
hold two· events this weekend to
start their actlvltle& for Qtr. 3.
Sati.trday the club plans a car
rallye· in the Fine Arts parking lot
with registration beginning at 7
p.m. The drivers meeting for the
event wlll be at eight and the first
car will leave Immediately after
the meeting.
Rallyemasters Chris Ross and
Doug Wright will award trophies
.to the top three drivers and
navigators.
On Sunday; an autocross will be
held In the P.E. parking lot with
registration beginning at 8: 30
a.m. and the first run of the eve t
starting at 10 a.m. Trophies will
be presented to the winners of all
represented classes.

El Casino
Sensuous \Vonien
Only· Advance Tickets
Available
UC Desk $2

GINGOLD SHOWS FORM
GREG GINGOLD former U.S.
representative in the World University
Games, has been practicing heavily in

preparation for the Intercollegiate Table
Tennis Championships. The games will
be held in Peoria, Ill. this weekend.

Brahmisses ready for tourn eys

17)."

But in the meantlme 1 the Bratl•
mati8, who have a 3: 30 p.m. hortle
<!ontest with Bethune-Cookman
today, must find some
replacements.
WlUGHT SAID Rudy Daumy,
who ha11 beert playing first base
when Ellison was- on the mound,
Wiil regulariy play the position
now.
With Daumy moving to the
Infield that leaves right field open
where he had been playing when
Elll!iori was at first.
"i either have Tony Ciccarello
or Johll Lanstatf who can play
there,' 1 Wright said of the vacant
right field spot. "I'll probably
use Tony against the right
handers and John 1:1gainat the left
handers."
seems .·. set
EVERYTHING
now. Right? Well Alvarez .had-his
ca~t removed over one month ago
and bas beeri trying to work back
Into' shape.
'.'He wants to play right now,"
Wright said. "He says there's no
pain in it and he's been working
out With the team. 11
lfAlvarez can get back Into the
llrieup next wee.~. :as Wright
thinks he can, h,_, _;mi.y end up
playlfig the outfield.
· "WE KNOW he can run and we
know he can catch the ball,;, said
Wrlght. "tf hill hitting comes
around llnd · he can throw, we
might put hlm In lelt alld move
tBllll Berkes to right."
lf Alvar.ez can ·acquire soine of
the timing los.t during his absence, USF wUl definitely be
strengthed In its offensive punc~.·
t'r1or to the Injury, Alvarez was
hitting .333. Tony Rizzo who has
taken over the third base ·job Is

Or11cl1 photo b\' lt1vt Brier

As the tJSll' women's softball
team makes preparations to face
a relatively easy field of opponehts in .this weekend's West
Coast Tournament; It Is looking
ahead to a tough line of competition In the state cham•
.
plonships.
tJSF will face only . three
teams in the tourney . this
weekend: Stetson, Manatee
Junior College and St. Petersburg Junior College. The Brahmisses have defeated .each of
these teams · In previous

,.

...

meetings, having scored a
1:omblned 57 times while allowing
only 10 runs to the three opponents.
"THE TEAM has looked good
In our practices," said Coach
Janie Cheatham, "but we've had
a small problem with our
practices getting rained out. We
are trying to keep our hitting up
and our arms In shape."
The tourney will be at St.
Petersburg's Woodlawn Community Center and Cheatham
said the high winds which
ha•. e recently prevailed In the

Bay Area will pose a problem.
"The wind has an effect on our
pitchers, since It's slow pitch, and
our outfield especially, " she
said.
When asked If they are looking
to the Florida State Cham pionships on April 13, Cheatham
replied with an emphatic "very
definitely.''
"I wlll make a prediction,"
said Cheatham, "that we will be
in the top four."
Cheatham added that USF's
toughest competition will come

from Florida State, Miami-Dade
Junior College South and Flagle1•,
the latter having !1anded the
Brahmlsses their only defeat this
season.
"Florida State always turns out
a good team. And from secondhand information I've heard
that Miami-Dade Is really quite
strong this year," Cheatham
said.
"It's a matter of who's hitting
and which teams .get the breaks;
but If we play a tight game we
have a good chance to take It."

Personal foul
USF SPORTS FOR REAL

USF has done pretty well for itselt since Its Intercollegiate athletic
prbgram began with the soccer team In 1964.
That year, Coach Dan Holcomb's squad floundered through an 0-4
$easort
IN 1965;baseball, cross country, golt, swimming and men's and
wortlen tennis began play. The best record of th.e five sports was
mediocre 5-3 by the women iletters.
USF reached Its highest point last summer, when the golf squad,
headed by Coach Wes Berner, placed second In the NCAA College
Division Tournament.
USF liAS become one of the nation's finest soccer squads' both in
University and College Division play.
Last year, the Brahrttans reached the second round of the NCAA
College Division championship, before being ousted by the University
of Baltimore, 1-0.
Included in the Srahmans 8-4-2 season, was a 2-2 tie with last year's
University Division champs, Howard, and a narrow 1-0 defeat to
current champs, St .Louis.
IN ONL \'ITS second season of varsity competition, USF recorded a
winning season lrt basketball. Against a schedule, fllled With powers
such as second ranked North Carolina State. :NCAA runnerup,
Memphis State, and Florida State, USF tinlshed at 14-11.
Coach Beefy Wright's baseball squad h~s virtually assured itself of
Its winnlngest season ever. Already 17-8 with 14 games to go, the
Brahmans should easily top last :vear's best of 111-16.
A NEW women's Intercollegiate program was t:>egun just this year
and already the Brahmlllses .arfl!xperlenclng success ..
At this year's state basketball tournament, the women captured two
games and the eoftball squad, 5-1 at present, 15
At this year's state bas.ketba11 tournament, the women captured two
games and the &ottball squad, 5-1 at present, Is a strong contender for
the Florida championship.
USF'S JtJDO Club has done especially well. Tom Masterson, while
attending theUnlverslty, was an Olympic alternate and USF's Tom
Rigg was the lone American to win a medal In the World University .
Games as he captured a silver.
TABLE TENNIS' Greg Glngold was .one . of six collegians to
represent the United States in the initial World University Table
Tennis Championships this year. USF certainly has come a long way
since 0-4.
DAVE MOORMANN
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Rested tennis team faces FSU

playing nearly every other day,
12 games to be exact.
"We've been playing so much
that any rest has got to help,"
Thanks to Wednesday's rain, · said Taylor yesterday. "I think
the USF men's tennis squad
we'll be a little stronger now .
received a much needed rest. .
And it should help Mike Huss
Scheduled to meet Florida
<number two man l, who tias been
Tech in Orlando, the Brahmans,
trying to recover from a slight
coached by Spaff Taylor, were
cold."
forced to stay inside by the wet
AND THE Brahmans are going
weather.
·
to need all the rest they can get
THEY'LL TRY to play today an
for the Seminoles' match today.
away match with the Florida
FSU, along . with Florida,
State Seminoles at Tallahassee.
Rollins and Miami, is considered
And for the first time in a long
among the best the state has to
while, USF will be rested for an
offer in the way of men's tennis .
opponent. Since the beginning of
Coming into the match with
March, the Brahmans have been consecutive· losses against
BY DAVE MOORMANJ\
Oracle Sports Editor

Georgia Tech and Vanderbilt,
USF, 8-8 on the season, figures to
have a rough time in trying to
snap its losing streak.
·
MIAJ\11, which defeated USF, 90, has played and defeated both
FSU and Florida . And Taylor
said the Hurricanes' mentor
thought FSU was the stronger of
the two.
That's a pretty big statement
considering the fact that Florida
was ranked ninth in the nation in
a pre-season poll. USF also fell to
the Gators. 9-0.
···r know in their lineup that
they've got four out of six
foreigners," Taylor said of the

Andros Pool to officially open
USF's Andros Pool, which
opened ' near the end · of last
quarter, will have its official
grand opening festivities this
weekend.
Saga head John Lyndes said
that a diving exhibition by the
USF diving team is tentatively
scheduled for Saturday.
Andros Center and Saga Food
Service, who will host the twoday event,"have planned qujte an
itinerary for ~he opening.
Saga ·plans to set up a tent and
have a b~.rbeque as their
Saturday night meal. All meal
tickets will be honored and there
will be a charge of $1.50 for'those
persons not on the Saga meal
plan.
From 4 :30-6:30 p.m. there will
be · a skit by the Saga
management and staff and the
Backporch Bluegrass band will
perform by the pool area. The
Andros Program Councffhopes to
be able to scheduie another band

Brahmisses
in golf mafc.h
USF's first women's intercollegiate golf squad takes to
the . course for the second time
this year,· April 9-10, in the
University of Florida's Lady
Gator Invitational.
Representing the Brahmisses
in ·Gainesville will be senior,
Jeannie Cane, and freshmen,
Dawn Thomas and Jamie Wise.
The three will be competing in
medalist play only.
Shari Buxton, fourth member
of the dub coached by Jill Barr,
will not make the trip.
Rollins' Hollis Stacy, top
woman golfer in the state, is
expected to compete in the two
day tourney .

Brahmans start
spring schedule
against Orlando
The USF Rugby Club opens its
spring season tomorrow at 1 p.m.
with a match against the club
from Orlando.
Early in the year, the Orlando
squa? took care of USF, 33-6.
Eric Statmets, captain of the
Brahman team, said USF has
traditionally played its best
rugby in the spring.
Saturday's match will not be
played on the soccer field as have
past contests, but will be moved
to the field east of the gym and
across from the baseball field .

Rugby

April 1
Orlando Rugby Club
April 14
Fla. State University
April 21
University of Fla.
April 28
Jacksonville Univ.
May 5
University of Fla.

Home
Away
Home
Home
Away

as well.
Saturday's activities will be
followed by two events on Sunday .
Saga will host, from 4-5 p.m., a
watermelon feast. Pepsi and
popcorn will also be offered at no
cost. Later in the evening at 9: 30

a selectionfrom the Zorro series
will be featured followed by a
Spanky and Our Gang film.
Andros pool hours for Qtr. 4 are
Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
2-10 p.m., Tuesday and Thursday,
10 a.m :- 6 p.m. and Saturday and
Sunday; 10 a.m.-10 p.m.

. ... "We've been playing so much that any rest
has got to help . I think we' 11 be a little
stronger now. And it should help Mike Huss
(number two man), who has been tryin2 to
recover from a slight cold."
--Coach Spaff Taylor
USF tennis coach
Seminoles. "I just hope we can
give them a good. match."
THE BRAHMANS return home
to face the Jacksonvil.le Dolphins
Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. on the
Andros Courts.
Taylor said he didn't know too
much about the squad, other than
the fact that they defeated
Florida Tech, a team USF
whipped, 7-2.
"Unless we get some more
encouragement
from
our
doubles, you have to be worried
about everyone," cautioned
Taylor. "They could be tough .
"I DON'T know how Steve will
do," Taylor said of Steve
Harrington, out for a good part of

the season with leg and kneee
injuries. "He hasn't put a lot of
pressure on the leg yet."
Other than th~ addition of
Harrington, USI<"s lineup figures
to remain the same today and
Tuesday.

lacrosse
April 7
Florida International -Home
April 21
Miami Lacrosse Club '-Home
May 13
Miami Lacrosse Club -Away
Home contests begin at 3
p.m.

TheDannon
top exchange
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Doyle' Rap Cadre head'
leaving for new position

Jamaican studies
deadline Monday
Openings are still available for
interested students who would
like to spend 16 days in June in
Jamaica .
The deadline for the Jamaican
Studies Project, which has five
more openings for qualified
students, has been extended to
Monday by director Keith
Lupton.
The Jamaican project is being
coordinated through the OffCampus Term Program (OCT )
which offers six hours of
academic credit to students who

participate in the 17-day " field
interaction " trip .
Project costs are $380 which
includes roundtrip air fare from
Tampa, lodging , breakfast ,
dinner, local travel and travel
taxes.
However, the six or 12 hours
registration fees are not included
in the OCT fee .
cover enStudies will
vironmental problems in the
emerging nation with emphasis
on youth, according to Lupton.

HY TOM PALMER
Oracle Staff Writer
Ray Doyle. di;ector of Rap
Cadre since its founding in October , 1971 , leaves today for a job
with Parents Awa reness and
a
<PAR J,
Responsibility
methadone program in Largo .
He will be succeeded a t Rap
Cadre by Mike Short. who is
the drug
currently directing
analysis program and has been
with Rap Cadre since early in
1972.
"\\'E STARTED out with
nothing--two people and an office ," Doyle said , comparing
Rap Cadre's beginnings with
present program s, like the drug
analysis , and its expa nding staff.
"Paraprof e ssion a ls have
become more accepted and more
often used ," he said, "because we
just do a good job ."
" We and Peer Management
were the advance guard , we
started this idea of using
paraprofessionals on campus ,"
Doyle said . " This is something I
believe in ," he continued ,
having students work with other
students to meet student needs. "
"HAVING BEEN here and
having done the job, we have
come up with facts and figures
the Administration can't ignore-we do a good job and do it
cheaply ," Doyle said .
He sees the emergence of
outdoor concerts a s another
positive sign s tud ents can
compromise with the Administration to get what they
want.

A visH with Dr. Sophia

Astronomy prof 'human'
BY CELESTE CHLAPOWSKI
Oracle Feature Writer
He walked through the door of
the astronomy department.
The secretary called, gave him
a phone message and nodded ,
indicating to me that this was the
man I wanted to see. The man
was Dr . Sabatino Sophia,
and
professor
astronomy
researcher at USF.
I FOLLOWED him to his office
without too much anticipation . I
had interviewed professors of
chemistry , physics and related
sciences before and I expected to
be barraged with a series of
formulas and theories , and a
story that read like chapter 47 of
a physics text.
But Dr. Sophia is different.
He sat behind his cluttered
desk and talked easily . Looking
a t the mounds of paper scattered
ov~r his desk, he laughed and
said , '' Please don 't tell them
a bout the mess this office is ."
HE SAID he is usually doing
three or four things a t once. " I
know exactly where ever ything is
though. occasionally I cl ean it ,
but then I can't find anything ...
He said he had just cleaned off a
few layers yesterday.

Help a child
The Hillsborough County
Sheriff's Department and the
Ra bies Control Center a re
looking for a gray and white
dog thought to be rabid . A.
small child in the USF area
was bitten by the part-collie ,
part-German Shepard dog
which answers to the name
Fluffy.
If the dog is not found by
Saturday, officials say the
child will be forced to take
rabies treatment.
Persons who. may know
about the dog are asked to
contact the Sheriff's office,
228-7311 , or the Rabies Center,
223-1311.

The floor is covered with IBM
data , some of which is two years
old , because some " people want
proof of findings." Some papers
have a child's scrawl and an egg
shaped face with eyes fringed
with flower petals and a circle for
a nose. Sophia glanced at the
paper and said, "My wife takes
classes here and when she does I
inherit the kids."

for Laboratory Astrophysics
<JILT) at the University of
Colorado , and another at the
Astronomical Institute of the
University of Utrecht of the
Netherlands. Dr. Sophia said he
has requested the Utrecht appointment be postponed a year .
Dr. Sophia, 33, spent the first 11
years of his life in Italy, the
second 11 in Venezuela, and the
past 11 in the U.S. " Who knows
where I will spend the next 11
years, " he joked in a soft, slightly
foreign flavored voice .

" If vou know what you want ,
you c ~ n make it happ~n--not .by
.-:onfronta tion, but by Just doing
it ." Doyl e said, adding " Six
months ago we couldn 't have had
a night c onc~:t on Crescent Hill ,
now we can.
Looking to Rap Cadre's future.
Doyle said he hopes to see more
student input and more special
programs, especially relating to
women and to legal problems .
In addition, he said plans are
underway to make the drug
analysis quick e r and mor e
educational .
" I hope this map Cadre l will
be the place for s tudents to bring
ideas a bout things they want
done. beca use there 's a lot of
people on ca mpus with ideas and

Ray Doyle
Ra p ·ca dre is ready to evaluate
and push any proposals with
m e rit a nd s tudent inter es t ,"
Doy le con cluded.

Bike ride downtown
planned next week
HY SANDRA WRIGHT
Oracle Staff Writer
Earth Week will get an advance send-off next week with a
downtown bike ride and a rally at
USF 's riverfront park.
The bike ride, scheduled for
Wednesday, and the rally, set for
Friday , are being coordinated by
the local chapter of the Sierra
Club , a na tional conservation and
camping organization.
WED NESDAY'S cycle trip will
assemble at 8:30 a .m . at the UC .
The group will follow a planned
route to the Tampa City Hall
where they will present a petition
supporting the establishment of a
local bik e path .
About 60 persons have already
signed up to for the ride, according to Sierra Club student
coordinator Richard Gentry .
Friday 's activities will feature
a rally complete with speakers
and live music at the riverfront
park. Roger Stewart and Mike
Murphy of the Environmental
f'rotection Agency and Dr. John
Betz, associate professor, will
speak at the assembly .
MURPHY has done research
on the Cypress Creek area and

the expected impact of the I-75
by-pass on this area and will
discuss his findings . Betz plans
to speak on " preserving a decent
environment for those in this
a rea. "
Each USF student attending
this event will be asked to bring a
parcel of recyclable goods as
admission, Gentry said. He also
urged tha t, instead of driving ,
students use a special shuttle bus
to come to the gathering . The bus
will load at the free parking lots
near the Fine Arts Building .
The program is scheduled to
last from noon until 4 p.m. and
will highlight a variety of entertainment. Part of the agenda
includes a canoe display and
music by five bands.
SIERRA CLUB worked with
local high school students in
formulating the week's activities .
They did not schedule it for
Earth Week itself (April 21-27)
because that is also Easter week.

El Casino
Relive the Past
Only Advance Tickets
Available
UC Desk$2

SOPHIA SAID he hopes to
Europe,
travel throughout
especially in Germany and Italy
during the Netherlands trip. He
said although he was born in
Europe he knows very little about
it. " Ma ybe I'll even learn some
Dutch ", he sa id .

Dr. Sabatino Sophia
" For some reason they love to
draw on the computer paper, a nd
they love to come here, " he said ,
indulgently.
SOPHIA earned his B.S., JVI.S .,
and Ph. D. at Yal e. He spent his
fir st two years at the Central
Venezuela in
University of
Caracas.
He has been awa rded two
visiting fellow ships for the sa me
year· one to the Joine Insti tute

Sophia said he expects to
return to USF after completing
both fellowships (two years l. He
said he is ver y pleased with the
a wards and anti cipates being
relieved of other duti es , to concentrate fully on his research.
"Here, there is too much with
teaching , and ad vising , and
reasearching ," he said . " This
will be more effici ent. "
" One cannot be a teacher of
astronom y withou t being a
researcher ," Sophia ·concluded.
' Without research a teacher would
become obsolete ."
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'61 JAGUAR XKI, convertllllt, txCllltilt
condition, 12995. Ctll 933·5051 1fler 5 pm.

CANOl llllNTALI
IVDtyorWffk
Clll tU-001' or tH-1476
PROFESSIONAL TYPllT··TURAllAN,
IBM
U&F, APA, etc. 1tylt m1nu111.
SELECTRIC with typ' ch1nges • Grllk
aymbol1 . 5 min. from USF··97H041 alter•

17 DAYS J1m1lc1 · • crtdltl. June 11-27.
Trip COiia UIO,QO, 10 daya Kingston & 7
d•Y• Montego Bay. Adci 7 hn ctn bt
earntd for 1nothtr project on return. IH
I.Upton. OCT Prog. FAO l2a (25UJ,

Back Yard

HICKORY SMOKEP CHICKEN DINNERS

3 pieces, cole slaw, baked beans,
cuban bread·

100 Mtvtrick 2 do 0r, • cyl ,, 3·•Pttd. Gr11f
condition, '1110. c111 '71-6712 11t•r n
noon.

1'61 VW tu 1. 1400. Driven to 1ct1001 dilly .
II h11 1 r1dlo 1nd It 11 carptttd. c111 06·
Hoe

11

MI BACK YARD

or tt6·U44.

p.rn.

SPECIALIZED TYPIST
OWN
CORRECTS
Slltctrlc ,
IBM
All lypea
PICJ or Elllt.
ERRORS,
of work. 5 mlnulH from USF . Nin•
Schiro, 11110 N. 22nd St. 97J.2Ut. ti no
lnliwer, 235>3261 .

SINGl!R SEWING MACHINES
Thtte m1chlnot hive never baen u11d and
1r1 equipped to Zig Z1g, make but·
tonholH, ·tow on buttona, monogrtm •
much more. Only '49.95 11 : United
Freight 11111. 4712 N. Armenia . Mon. thru
lat. '"7 .
CRAFT ahop Boutique Bu1lnt11 · Sleata
Kev • Anumo high qu1llty local conalaned
work of over 20 crall1men . & 1rll1t1 ·
IHlher, wood, handwrought Iron, 111111.
etc .· Plu1 noncon11gn1d 1tonew11re pott1ry •
E~ten1lve local 1dv1rll1lng,
jowolry.
1ttr1cllve 1hop, directly acrou from
public beach. Hu work tfudlo. Mitchen,
bath. Rent• for oniv 5100 1 month . Soiling
bualnen beuuse ofnew baby. Only '950.
Ctll 813-921-4519
STRAIOHT·ARROW llOOKS
ALL the Str aight Arrow llooka that app11r In
Ro ll ing Stone ire now avalleble at Sur·
v1v11 llook work• 12303 Nebr11k1 Ave.
Open 7 dav1 .1 week . 11:00 a .m.·7:30 p.m.
UNDERGROUND COMIX
COMPl.ETI line of underground comlx.
Over 100 dlllertnl Illies . Available at
Survival Bookwork• 12103 NebrHkl Ave.
Open 7 daya a wttk . 11 :oo a .m.-7:30 p., m.
FOR SAii.
CHRYSL.IR Mln ·O·Wtr nllboat and
tr1ilor. New 1111 S375 . Call between 5-8
__,. p.m. 87'·5512 .
·

____________

COMICS,pap1rbock1, mag11lne1. Sell, lluf,
Pictlon-Ncn-1'1ctlon, W11tern1,
Trade.
MVlltrlu. comlCI for collectora . '"'
d111v . Unique Book• 12943 Florid• Av1.

ONLY MINUTES FROM UIF
FUl.L.Y carp1ttc1, 3br, 1 b1th hcime, ·w·livlng
dining room, pretty kitchen. tlngle
1111r1t1•• fenced In b1ck vtrd • 1ldew1lk1.
H11 24,gOO !!TR A·C unit • Wiii llirn;1ce
with th1rmo1t1t. Only 03,000. Coyle
Realty 177-1227. c111 P111ui1ne Pernro.
Anoe. m-m4.

a.

RICORDI factory frt1h».10 ·1tod St1war1 :
Never • Dull Moment, Th• Rod &1ew1r1
Album . lvtry Picture t1ll111fory . Uriah
Hffp : D1mon11nd Wizards. Anl'd Stont1
CllHf!!ll S4. C1ll TOllff 6-lpm. 97M2,02.
AR 'I you lntereatell "In working on
H&l.PL.IN!H Tra ining begin• APrll 14th.
Clet more Info by c1lllna HEl.PL.INE at
974-2555.

SUMMER AT I.A MANCHA DOS
Study Ind rtllx at I.I MANCHA DQI lhil
1ummer. Our r1t11 will rem1ln 11 .. ex
p1n1lve even than the dorm.-J75 month or
5175 for summer qtr. Pr1t utllltlt1 . Malit
r111rv•tlon1 now whll• 1umm1r vacan,IH
lut. l block from campus. OnCI al, 971 ·
0100 ..
NEW 211'C LU)( . APTS. ·central A·H, new
carpet1, dl1hw11h1r, di1po111, kid• I. pet•
OK. S160·unf 1 lllO·lurn. Lib1r1111ndlord
( 1tudent) Call Ben Carttr Auoc. U2·
43011 9U·4616.
LA MANCHU PT.
"lO depolilh 1nd no leue. From now till
June Ulh or 30th. Just p1y S75 per month,
own room. Call Gery, Fred 97 !·7103 Apt.
8 '
GNl:l!N Olk VIII• Apt1. Ont and two
bedroom 1pta., furn ., l mile N of U SF on
42nd 51. from 5125.00 C1ll 971·1424 .
ABOUT 1,1001tudenltwlll llv11t l.1 M1nch1
Doi next year. 567 . per month If you 1ign
up early . 971·0100.

NEBRASKA Ar FOWLER 971 .. 000'1

A Heart..stoppJ!J,9
Moment of ···;(; z,;).!>\
·(;. \.
Phys/cal
Pleasure ... ·~ . .-. ·~.:.)~
/ >;.•,iii:~? .~,;
THE SENSUAL MALE
.;;.,·'' ' ·~,~\\}..
Midnight $how•

c1a,,t.

~~ls·

$~;~~ ,~:~ 11 :4~

NEED mu5cular 5ludent to acrub walls and
wash wlndOW5, $11Urday, AprJl 7, $2 .00 an
hour. Call 988-2080 alter 2pm Friday .
" EXTRA" ceth (work today-pay today)
guaranteed work, work when you wan111·
long 11 you want. Seven d1y1 I week.
Apply ready to work . MANPOWER 1919
E. Busch Blvd., 416 w. Kennedy. Hrs. 6
a.m .·• p.m.
WAITR&SS-.nd cook over 21 needed . 8426 N.
Florida Ave. Ph: 935-0512.
PART·TIME help wanted, night or day,
waekond1. Will flt work schedule lo clan
schedule. Jerry' s Pina King, Temple
Terrace Plaza. 988·7391 .

.

·-==. .,;..;.;.;.'---____

HEl.P wantad, part-time, cuvel ice Cream
$upermarket 4924 Busch PIUI 918-1235.
CASTING film, mile a ge 35-55, dark brown
1tr1l11ht hair, long eyeluhe1, oliveskln,
C!ellcate features . Cell 837-2311after6 p.m.

- ----.----- - -

fHll 11 your LEVI 1tore. We have denim 8!·
Alao
~orduroy1 in r~gu1ar1 & BEl.L.S.
llooh, 1hlrt1,. weatern hill . Only 10 min
from cempus . Bormax Weat.rn WHr 110;
Ntbr11ka .
PANJUONfC, f 'trJCk player with -p·re.amp
and 1peaker1. Model 8105 575, ext . 2720,
971-9438 . Mustang, '671 ATM 1 PS 1 R&H .
excellent condition saoo.

WAITRESSES and cooks wanted, over 21.
Apply to the P ina Hut, Temple Terr1co,
988·0008 . Good pay, Ire~ plnal

NIKON SB·l photo flash unit co.mpleta In
bo)(. New condition, u1ed only twice. New
price 5185, will Hll fo.r s100 . Call Tom 11
974;2111 In ADM 190.

ORGANIST. popular Tpmpa group. MUii lie
c1pable Of Top 4D music nlgtitculb work.
Above average Income .. but str ict
organ111t1on. C•ll 689-7730 1fter-6 p.m. -

MEN or women wanted for permanent
part time .employment t1kln9 inventory in
grocery, drug and variety 1torei. Reply
RGl..invantory Spliclallats. ·phone : 879·

3176.

PRE-SENTS

Vic Waters
&
J(iller Krab

Ton·ight
Through
Su·nday

3300 S. JJa/e A1 abry

---------- -· - -~

BEiAUTIFUL IRISH SETT&R _ PUPS .
E><CEl.L.&NT P&DIGRE& . Al<C, SHOT$,
WORM&D . MUii 1111. Very r111on1ble. 7
week• old . Ph : 234·4131.

;~:~
I.OST men'1 round br11wn 111111ea In .bl1ck
CIHI vicinity of L•n11· L.ll . 4·M3. PIHH
turn In 1t UC. Neurologlc11 con11quencea
are tragic If not returned. Th1nk1 .

IUMMER POSITIONS . lov1' camp, l.enox.
Mau. (45th Year) Aqu1tic openings for
. (tompetlllve) ,
atrong . 11wimm1r1
photography 1 1kllng 1 tannia <14 court1 14
1t11f) I golf 1- blltb•ll COIChH. 'l"rtvel
tllowance. Write IUllY··phone no. C1mp
M•h· KH·Nac, 137 Thacher 1.1n1, South
Orange, NJ 0707Y .
NEID w1ltrent1 and porters. co11t1et Mr.
M1t111111 In Rm 242 In the Unlvarally
Center.

L.OH German Shepherd puppy , L.111 attn
9:00 Tun. by Phys, Ed. She 11 bl1ck and
tan, 6 mo . old and an1wer1 to Prlncen. II
you found her, plHH cell 971-2111.
LOST J Gold chum llrtceltt watch . M1ybt
Soc building 1-22-73. J'ake 1ton11. It
m"n' more to mt than you-can I pl11••
hlYI it btCkt I'll p1y°Call llobbl1 IJM474.

1971 9-10 HODAKA Dirt Bike, 500 ml ., ar11t
!or trail , Enduro riding. Can bt uaed for
street. 5200 . Call 971-8706.

BOSTON • I lost your phone number, C:all
me 251·4015 1<1tv.
MARY • i hive come to the rHllHtion that 1
love you very mucll. Pleue come back.
Alen
FOlll 1 knowledgeable understanding of the
n_,1, r11d the W11kly Pt0pl1. 4 mo. 51 .00.
50~111111 Labor Plarty, 4UO 9th St. N. St.
P1tenbur1, Pia. 33703

clolNot;&~;os.-,-:;~., 1111H~3so Cl
' 70 1·1 . lxcelltnt condition, recentl~
rellullt, S310. Call 971·0547 1fter 5 p.m.

'nl

Hond1 HOCll. Exctlltnt condition, only
HIO. For 1ddltlon1l lnfo or to Ht call 9112'71 .

NIEDS WORK, mutt 1111 1965 Mu1t111g
conv ., atandarO, redlo, many new11art1. can
be seen at Par1dl11 Apta. C:•ll earl 971·
5174 . Asking 1250.

SLIK CHIK
Cool Things
are In for

SUMMER
10-7 Mon. • Thurs.
10-8 Fri. - 10-6 Sat.
10024 N. 30th St.

You can still o·w n a
Genuine SANSUI sfereo
for only s139 9 s
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Housing, food prices
announce d for Qfr. 4
Housing fees will be $125 for the
Summer quarter and Saga meal
ticket prices will go down, according to Ray King, director of
Housing and Food Service.
According to King, all dorm
residents will be moved into
Andros complex for Qtr. 4.

Shoes
Continued from P!lge 1
SHE SAID she prefers to go
barefoot, but "some people get
offended in class. They feel
they're going to catch germs or
something."
Clogs have recently been
criticized as dangerous and even
banned by the headmistress in an

The ·"for a number of years" when
English private school.
visiting student who twisted her
(Jne day she raced in from the
ankle on a wheelchair ramp here
backyard to answer the phone.
this week was wearing clogs at
She caught her toe under the door
the time.
ledge and tore ,the nail "almost
Kay Stewart, a registered
completely off," and had to have
nurse at the Health Center, spoke
surgery because of it.
from personal experience when
"THOSE THAT are elevated
she said "they (clogs) are
way way high -- I think it would
definitely dangerous unless you
be very easy to sprain your ankle
wear them in the confines of your
or even fall down a flight of stairs
house."
unless you are very sure-footed,"
she said.
She said she had worn clogs
Oracle photos by Garv Lantrip

"WE WON'T RUN a room sign4 until the
up for Qtr.
summer class schedule is out,"
King said. "We figure students
won't know whether or not they
are going to stay until they see
what classes are offered this
summer. Students can start
applying now though ."
Schedules will be released next
week or the week after, according to the Registrar .
King also said that room
assignments for Fall quarter

would start the week of May 21.
FAMILY housing, which
provides up to three bedrooms
per family, will be available this
summer. Most family housing is
offered to faculty with families,
according to King's office.
Family housing applications
wiil be available after the class
schedule is published.
Other summer housing will
involve USF's Upward Bound
programs, which will be housed
in Kappa.
meal
TENTATIVE Saga
prices, quoted by a spokesman
for Saga, show about a 16 per cent
average decrease from regular
prices.
"The rates aren't reduced,"
King said. "We are just making a
compensation for the 9-week
Summer quarter."

Thompson assumes duties
formerly done by Hartley
Three administrative areas
switched hands this week as two
men assumed new University
duties.
Ken Thompson, assistant vice
president for Administrative
Affairs, took over the divisions of
Finance and Accounting, Internal Control, and Equal Opportunity, and will report directly
to President Mackey .
Former Vice President for
Administrative Affairs Albert
Hartley was named head of the
newly-created office of Finance
and Planning last week.
"We feel a need for considerable emphasis on planning
in the University,'' Thompson
said. "For that reason, Hartley

is being freed of his operational
responsibilities in order to
concentrate more on the planning
function .''
Thompson said that the added
responsibilities do not change the
scope of his function, but simply
add to his current responsibilities.
In approaching his added· work
load, Thompson said, "I don't
anticipate any changes in terms
of reorganizing any offices."

El Casino
Riverboat Cruise
Only Advance Tickets
Available
UC Desk$2

Sponsored by SEAC

Cassadega Stories
Folk Festival

FREE
Crescent

Hill
Gamble Rogers

Saturda y

April 7, 1973
11 am - 5 pm

Paul Champion

